
Sprint Hurdles Part 1: Simplified Technique and Drills

I. Dynamic Drills

A. What are we working on?

a.1. Flexibility and strength in hip flexor, groin, and gluts,

a.2. Correct posture and technique in the hurdles

a.3. 2-3X a week, more often but less sets if incorporated into the daily warm 
up 

B. Fire hydrant (1-3X10)

C. Trail leg/hip circles (1-3X10)

D. Single and double Leg lifts (1-3X10)

E. Hurdle roll over (1-3X10)

F. Trail leg lifts (1-3X10)

G. Groin stretch (1-3X10)

II. Hurdle Drills  (8-10 hurdles, 1-2 heel/toe steps apart, (Long hurdler, M, 36”, W, 30”; short 
hurdler, M, 39”, W, 33”)

A. What are we working on? 
a.1. Tall through the hips
a.2. Balls of feet (heels shouldn’t touch the ground)
a.3. Upper body and arm involvement
a.4. Foot placement underneath the hips and push
a.5. Balance with arms (sprint the hurdle)
a.6. Hips staying forward (pelvis tilted forward)
a.7. Arms and legs working together, emphasize aggressiveness

B. A drill (emphasis knee drive up, hip drive down, foot placement under hips) 
C. B drill (emphasis knee drive up, hamstring extension, foot placement under hips) 
D. Walking lead leg drill (same as B drill,  more upper body involvement, incorporate more arm 

involvement as if sprinting the hurdle )
E. Walking trail leg drill (allow the lead leg first, then emphasis knee drive staying above foot with 

the lead leg, bring the knee through the armpit and foot around in front, placing foot under the 
hips)

F. Over the top walking drill (putting drills together, emphasis arm involvement, balls of feet, hips 
staying forward)



G. Wall drills (Long hurdler, M, 36”, W, 30”; short hurdler, M, 39”, W, 33”)
A. What are we working on?

a.1. Progression of walking hurdle drills, incorporate more movement, being 
aggressive and quicker

B. Lead leg marching drill
C. Trail leg drill

H. Video presentation 

I. Questions


